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ABSTRACT

Many rocky exoplanets are heavier and larger than the Earth, and have higher surface gravity.
This makes space-flight on these worlds very challenging, because the required fuel mass for a given
payload is an exponential function of planetary surface gravity, ∼ 3.3 exp(g0). We find that chemical
rockets still allow for escape velocities on Super-Earths up to 10× Earth mass. More massive rocky
worlds, if they exist, would require other means to leave the planet, such as nuclear propulsion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Do we inhabit the best of all possible worlds (Leibnitz
1710)? From a variety of habitable worlds that may ex-
ist, Earth might well turn out as one that is marginally
habitable. Other, more habitable (“superhabitable”)
worlds might exist (Heller & Armstrong 2014). Plan-
ets more massive than Earth can have a higher surface
gravity, which can hold a thicker atmosphere, and thus
better shielding for life on the surface against harmful
cosmic rays. Increased surface erosion and flatter topog-
raphy could result in an “archipelago planet” of shallow
oceans ideally suited for biodiversity. There is appar-
ently no limit for habitability as a function of surface
gravity as such (Dorn et al. 2017). Size limits arise from
the transition between Terran and Neptunian worlds
around 2 ± 0.6R⊕ (Chen & Kipping 2017). The largest
rocky planets known so far are ∼ 1.87R⊕, ∼ 9.7M⊕
(Kepler-20 b, Buchhave et al. 2016). When such planets
are in the habitable zone, they may be inhabited. Can
“Super-Earthlings” still use chemical rockets to leave
their planet? This question is relevant for SETI and
space colonization (Lingam 2016; Forgan 2016, 2017).

2. METHOD

At our current technological level, spaceflight requires
a rocket launch to provide the thrust needed to overcome
Earth’s force of gravity. Chemical rockets are powered
by exothermic reactions of the propellant, such as hy-
drogen and oxygen. Other propulsion technologies with
high specific impulses exist, such as nuclear thermal
rockets (e.g., NERVA, Arnold & Rice 1969), but have
been abandoned due to political issues. Rockets suffer
from the Tsiolkovsky (1903) equation : if a rocket carries
its own fuel, the ratio of total rocket mass versus final
velocity is an exponential function, making high speeds
(or heavy payloads) increasingly expensive (Plastino &
Muzzio 1992).

The achievable maximum velocity change of a chemi-
cal rocket is

∆v = vex ln
m0

mf
(1)
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where m0 is the initial total mass (including fuel),
mf is the final total mass without fuel (the dry mass),
and vex is the exhaust velocity. We can substitute
vex = g0 Isp where g0 = GM⊕/R

2
⊕ ∼ 9.81 m s−1 is the

standard gravity and Isp is the specific impulse (total
impulse per unit of propellant), typically ∼ 350 . . . 450 s
for hydrogen/oxygen.

To leave Earth’s gravitational influence, a rocket needs
to achieve at minimum the escape velocity

vesc =

√
2GM⊕

R⊕
∼ 11.2 km s−1 (2)

for Earth, and vesc ∼ 27.1 km s−1 for a 10M⊕, 1.7R⊕
Super-Earth similar to Kepler-20 b.

3. RESULTS

We consider a single-stage rocket with Isp = 350 s and
wish to achieve ∆v > vesc. The mass ratio of the vehicle
becomes

m0

mf
> exp

(
vesc
vex

)
. (3)

which evaluates to a mass ratio of ∼ 26 on Earth, and
∼ 2,700 on Kepler-20 b. Consequently, a single-stage
rocket on Kepler-20 b must burn 104× as much fuel for
the same payload (∼ 2,700 t of fuel for each t of payload).

This example neglects the weight of the rocket struc-
ture itself, and is therefore a never achievable lower limit.
In reality, rockets are multistage, and have typical mass
ratios (to Earth escape velocity) of 50 . . . 150. For ex-
ample, the Saturn V had a total weight of 3,050 t for a
lunar payload of 45 t, so that the ratio is 68. The Fal-
con Heavy has a total weight of 1,400 t and a payload of
16.8 t, so that the ratio is 83 (i.e., the payload fraction
is ∼ 1 %).

For a mass ratio of 83, the minimum rocket (1 t to
vesc) would carry 9,000 t of fuel on Kepler-20 b, which
is 3× larger than a Saturn V (which lifted 45 t). To
lift a more useful payload of 6.2 t as required for the
James Webb Space Telescope on Kepler-20 b, the fuel
mass would increase to 55,000 t, about the mass of the
largest ocean battleships. For a classical Apollo moon
mission (45 t), the rocket would need to be considerably
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larger, ∼ 400,000 t. This is of order the mass of the
Pyramid of Cheops, and is probably a realistic limit for
chemical rockets regarding cost constraints.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Launching from a mountain top

Rockets work better in space than in an atmosphere.
One might consider launching the rocket from high
mountains on Super-Earths. The rocket thrust is given
by

F = ṁ vex + Ae(P1 − P2) (4)

where ṁ is the mass flow rate, Ae is the cross-sectional
area of the exhaust jet, P1 is the static pressure inside
the engine, and P2 is the atmospheric pressure. The ex-
haust velocity is maximized for zero atmospheric pres-
sure, i.e. in vacuum. Unfortunately, the effect is not
very large in practice. For the Space Shuttle’s main
engine, the difference between sea level and vacuum is
∼ 25 % (Rocketdyne 1998). Atmospheric pressure below
0.4 bar (Earth altitude 6,000 m) is not survivable long
term for humans, and presumably neither for “Super-
Earthlings”. Such low pressures are reached in lower
heights on Super-Earths, because the gravity pulls the
air down.

One disadvantage is that the bigger something is, the
less it can deviate from being smooth. Tall mountains
will crush under their own weight (the “potato radius”
is ∼ 238 km, Caplan 2015). The largest mountains in
our solar system are on less massive bodies, such as the
Rheasilvia central peak on Vesta (22 km) or Olympus
Mons on Mars (21.9 km). Therefore, we expect more
massive planets to have smaller mountains. This will be
detectable through transit observations in future tele-
scopes (McTier & Kipping 2018). One option would be
to build artificial mountains as launch platforms.

4.2. Launching rockets from water-worlds

Many habitable (and presumably inhabited) planets
might be waterworlds (Simpson 2017), and intelligent
life in water and sub-surface is plausible (Lingam & Loeb
2017). Can rockets be launched from such planets? We
here neglect how chemical fuels, and whole rockets, are
assembled on such worlds.

Rockets on waterworlds could either be launched from
floating pontoon-based structures, or directly out of the
water. Underwater submarine rocket launches use clas-
sical explosives to flash-vaporize water into steam. The
pressure of the expanding gas drives the missile upwards
in a tube. This works well for ICBMs launched from
submerged submarines

These aquatic launch complications make the theory
of oceanic rocket launches appear at first quite alien;
presumably land-based launches seem equally human to
alien rocket scientists.

5. CONCLUSION

The amount of fuel required per payload to escape ve-
locity scales as ∼ 3.3 exp(g0). Chemical rocket launches
are still plausible for Super-Earths . 10M⊕, but be-
come unrealistic for more massive planets. On worlds
with a surface gravity of & 10 g0, a sizable fraction of
the planet would need to be used up as chemical fuel
per launch, limiting the total number of flights.

As an alternative, space elevators may be consid-
ered. One limiting factor is tensile strength. The most
suitable material known today, carbon nanotubes, is
just barely sufficient for Earth’s gravity (Edwards 2000;
Pugno 2006). It is unclear if stronger materials are phys-
ically possible. If this is not the case, space elevators on
Super-Earths would not work. To our knowledge, the
only option would then be nuclear-powered rockets.
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